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Report on 
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Department of Biochemistry and Biotechnology always take initiative to organised industrial 

visit to various industries to enhance industry academia interaction for UG and PG students as 

a part of annual program plan of department this year Department were organised Two days 

industrial visit to Qualichem pvt ltd.  Nagpur on dated 22 &23 February 2023. In this visit 70 

students of MSc Biochemistry and MSc Biotechnology were participated. This visit organised 

by organising co-ordinator Mr. Pradip Hirapure under the headship of Dr. Utpal Dongre . In 

this visit students were interacted with industry peoples and try to understand the various aspect 

of QA/QC, Method Development, Product Analysis apart from this students also learned the 

standard operating procedures of various highly sophisticated analytical instruments like  

HPLC-MS, ICPMS, Gass chromatography, Ion exchange chromatography, Atomic absorption 

spectrophotometer , Tablet dissolution Assay, Distillation unit , Rotary evaporator etc. students 

were asked some questions arises during this visit to expert persons and understand the all 

aspects . Students were very happy about this visit because they were highly benefited. Dr. 

utpal Dongre , Mr. Pradip Hirapure, Rita Lakkakul and Swati Chimurkar these faculty members 

also participated in this visit. 

 

 

Students and faculty members at Qualichem Pvt. Ltd Nagpur 



  

     Demonstrations og GCMS by Industry Expert 
 

Dr. Shrawani Pande Director intereacting with 
students  

Demonstration of ICP-MS by Industry Expert  Demonstration of Atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer  by Industry  Expert 

 
Demonstration of HPLC-MS by Industry Expert 

 
 
Students interacting with QA/QC expert  
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Email *

vaishnavishelwante11@gmail.com

Vaishnavi Shelwante 

7709947671

Option 1

Feed Back on Two days Industrial Visit to
Qualichem pvt. ltd Nagpur (MSc. BT& BC)
Analytical laboratory

Name of student *

Course *

MSc.Biochemistry Sem- IV

Contact No. *
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

strongly agree

agree

disagree

strongly agree

Agree

disagree

Yes

No

5. Explanation about various instruments like HPLCMS ,ICPMS, MS ,FTRI   was very useful
for me

6. Information related to various instruments  were easy to understand

7. The topics covered in this lab visit  were relevant to me for my future career

8. Are you interested to pursue   15 to 20 days training related to QA/QC (HPLC,GC,MS,) in
the same lab in future ?  .
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Excellent

Very good

Fair

Poor

.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. knowledge and information gain from visit will be useful in my research work

10.What is your overall assessment on this lab visit?

11. further comments / suggestion for organizer  *

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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Email *

deepikanakade292@gmail.com

Deepika Nakade 

8459786185

Option 1

Feed Back on Two days Industrial Visit to
Qualichem pvt. ltd Nagpur (MSc. BT& BC)
Analytical laboratory

Name of student *

Course *

MSc Biochemistry Sem-II

Contact No. *
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

strongly agree

agree

disagree

strongly agree

Agree

disagree

Yes

No

5. Explanation about various instruments like HPLCMS ,ICPMS, MS ,FTRI   was very useful
for me

6. Information related to various instruments  were easy to understand

7. The topics covered in this lab visit  were relevant to me for my future career

8. Are you interested to pursue   15 to 20 days training related to QA/QC (HPLC,GC,MS,) in
the same lab in future ?  .
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Excellent

Very good

Fair

Poor

All over the  visit is good and mam also very sweet and helping nature

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. knowledge and information gain from visit will be useful in my research work

10.What is your overall assessment on this lab visit?

11. further comments / suggestion for organizer  *

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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Email *

vaishnavibhange2001@gmail.com

Vaishnavi Rajendra Bhange

8446264090

Option 1

Feed Back on Two days Industrial Visit to
Qualichem pvt. ltd Nagpur (MSc. BT& BC)
Analytical laboratory

Name of student *

Course *

MSc.Biochemistry Sem- IV

Contact No. *
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

strongly agree

agree

disagree

strongly agree

Agree

disagree

Yes

No

5. Explanation about various instruments like HPLCMS ,ICPMS, MS ,FTRI   was very useful
for me

6. Information related to various instruments  were easy to understand

7. The topics covered in this lab visit  were relevant to me for my future career

8. Are you interested to pursue   15 to 20 days training related to QA/QC (HPLC,GC,MS,) in
the same lab in future ?  .
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Excellent

Very good

Fair

Poor

Lab tour was very useful for us for knowing the information about the instrument and their handling. 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. knowledge and information gain from visit will be useful in my research work

10.What is your overall assessment on this lab visit?

11. further comments / suggestion for organizer  *

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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Email *

suhasbaingane786@gmail.com

Suhas Baingane

7249130099

Option 1

Feed Back on Two days Industrial Visit to
Qualichem pvt. ltd Nagpur (MSc. BT& BC)
Analytical laboratory

Name of student *

Course *

MSc Biochemistry Sem-II

Contact No. *
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

strongly agree

agree

disagree

strongly agree

Agree

disagree

Yes

No

5. Explanation about various instruments like HPLCMS ,ICPMS, MS ,FTRI   was very useful
for me

6. Information related to various instruments  were easy to understand

7. The topics covered in this lab visit  were relevant to me for my future career

8. Are you interested to pursue   15 to 20 days training related to QA/QC (HPLC,GC,MS,) in
the same lab in future ?  .
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Excellent

Very good

Fair

Poor

Wish to join the training and learn some more from you.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. knowledge and information gain from visit will be useful in my research work

10.What is your overall assessment on this lab visit?

11. further comments / suggestion for organizer  *

 Forms
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Email *

alkad1244@gmail.com

Alka Dubey 

8530418608

Option 1

Feed Back on Two days Industrial Visit to
Qualichem pvt. ltd Nagpur (MSc. BT& BC)
Analytical laboratory

Name of student *

Course *

MSc Biochemistry Sem-II

Contact No. *
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

strongly agree

agree

disagree

strongly agree

Agree

disagree

Yes

No

5. Explanation about various instruments like HPLCMS ,ICPMS, MS ,FTRI   was very useful
for me

6. Information related to various instruments  were easy to understand

7. The topics covered in this lab visit  were relevant to me for my future career

8. Are you interested to pursue   15 to 20 days training related to QA/QC (HPLC,GC,MS,) in
the same lab in future ?  .
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strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Excellent

Very good

Fair

Poor

Good explanation nice experience 
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9. knowledge and information gain from visit will be useful in my research work

10.What is your overall assessment on this lab visit?

11. further comments / suggestion for organizer  *

 Forms
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